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Abstract 

Today’s large demand of internet applications requires data to be transmitted in a secure manner. In this paper, a security model 
is proposed which imposes the concept of secrecy over privacy for text messages. With the increasing usage of digital multimedia 
Every day, thousands of multimedia files are being uploaded and downloaded. Therefore, multimedia copyrights become an 
important issue to protect the intellectual property for the authors of these files. Steganography is a technique of hiding 
information in digital media in such a way that no one apart from the intended recipient knows the existence of the information. 
Steganography can be viewed as cryptography. Both have been used throughout to protect information. Cryptographic techniques 
"scramble" messages so if intercepted, the messages cannot be understood. Steganography, in an essence, "camouflages" a 
message to hide its existence and make it seem "invisible" thus concealing the fact that a message is being sent altogether. The 
model proposed by us combines cryptography, steganography (taken as security layers) and along with that an extra layer of 
security has been imposed in between them. This paper will take an in-depth look at this technology by introducing the reader to 
various concepts of Steganography, a brief history of Steganography and a look at some of the Steganographic technique. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Cryptography is often used to protect information secrecy through making messages illegible. However, 
indecipherable messages may raise an opponent's suspicion and probably lead to his destruction of such a 
communication manner. Therefore, steganography [1] gets a role on the stage of information security. 
Steganography is the art of sending hidden or invisible messages. The name is taken from a work by Trithemus 
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(1462-1516) entitled “Steganographia” and comes from the Greek στεγανό-ς, γραφ-ειν meaning “covered writing” 
[5] (Petitcolas et al 1999: 1062, Petitcolas 2000: 2, etc.). Steganography is the science of concealing data in a way 
that only the recipient knows of its existence. The concealment of secret messages is achieved by embedding them 
into other seemingly-innocent host mediums [2], [3], [4]. Figure 1 below illustrates the basic idea of any 
steganography process. This differs from cryptography, where the existence of the data is known, but it is not 
readable. Information hiding, steganography, and watermarking are three closely related fields that have a great deal 
of overlap and share many technical approaches. Information hiding (or data hiding) is a general term  
encompassing a wide range of problems beyond that of embedding messages in content. The term hiding here can 
refer to either making the information imperceptible (as in watermarking) or keeping the existence of the 
information secret (IJCSE10-02-05-73). So Currently, three main methods are being used for data protection: 
cryptography, watermarking, and steganography. Cryptography techniques are based on rendering the content of a 
message garbled to unauthorized people. In watermarking, data are hidden to convey some information about the 
cover medium such as ownership and copyright. Even though cryptography and watermarking techniques are salient 
for reinforcing data security, a heightened interest in exploring better or complementary new techniques has been the 
focus of much ongoing research. Steganographic communication increases the level of privacy and confidentiality in 
digital communication by transmitting information in an invisible manner. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Fundamental scheme of steganography process. 
 

 

2. Steganographic Medium 
 

Steganographic application can hide different types of data within a cover medium. Generally, all digital 
mediums, signals, or files can be used in steganography process as cover media, but some formats are more suitable 
than others depending on the level of redundancy [6]. For instance, text steganography is believed to be the hardest 
type of steganography because of the low degree of redundancy in text as compared to image, audio or video. 
Redundancy can be described as the bits of a media, signal or file that offer accuracy more than needed for the 
object’s use [7]. The redundant bits of an object may also be defined as those bits that can be easily altered without 
this change being noticed easily [8]. Image, video and audio files in particular fulfill this requirement. Figure 2 
illustrates the main categories of file formats or signals that can be efficiently used for steganography. 
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Fig. 2 Categories of steganographic cover mediums. 

 
 
 

2.1. Encoding Secret Messages in Text 
 

Encoding secret messages in text can be a very challenging task. This is because text files have a very small 
amount of redundant data to replace with a secret message. Another drawback is the ease of which text based 
Steganography can be altered by an unwanted parties by just changing the text itself or reformatting the text to some 
other form (from .TXT to .PDF, etc.). There are numerous methods by which to accomplish text based 
Steganography. 

2.1.1. Line-shift encoding involves actually shifting each line of text vertically up or down by as little as 3 
centimeters. Depending on whether the line was up or down from the stationary line would equate to a value that 
would or could be encoded into a secret message. 

2.1.2. Word-shift encoding works in much the same way that line-shift encoding works; only we use the horizontal 
spaces between words to equate a value for the hidden message. This method of encoding is less visible than line-
shift encoding but requires that the text format support variable spacing. 

2.1.3. Feature specific encoding involves encoding secret messages into formatted text by changing certain text 
attributes such as vertical/horizontal length of letters such as b, d, T, etc. This is by far the hardest text encoding 
method to intercept as each type of formatted text has a large amount of features that can be used for encoding the 
secret message.  

 

2.2. Encoding Secret Messages in Images 
 
Coding secret messages in digital images is by far the most widely used of all methods in the digital world of 

today. This is because it can take advantage of the limited power of the human visual system (HVS). Almost any 
plain text, cipher text, image and any other media that can be encoded into a bit stream can be hidden in a digital 
image. Two of the more popular digital image encoding techniques used today. They are least significant bit (LSB) 
encoding and masking and filtering techniques. 
 
2.3. Encoding Secret Messages in Images 

 
Encoding secret messages in audio is the most challenging technique to use when dealing with Steganography. 

This is because the human auditory system (HAS) has such a dynamic range that it can listen over. The only 
weakness in the (HAS) comes at trying to differentiate sounds (loud sounds drown out quiet sounds) and this is what 
must be exploited to encode secret messages in audio without being detected. Three of the more popular encoding 
methods for hiding data inside of audio are: Low-bit encoding, Phase-coding, Spread spectrum. 
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3. Types of Steganographic System 

According to [9] Steganographic Systems can be segregated as: 
 
3.1 Pure Steganography (PS) 
 
 Weakest, as is based on the assumption that parties other than the intended ones are not aware of such type 
of exchange of secret information. 
 
3.2 Secret Key Steganography (SKS) 

 In this technique, both the sender and receiver share or have agreed on a common set of stego-keys prior to 
commencement of secret communication. The secret information is embedded inside the cover using the pre-agreed 
stego-key and gets extracted out at the receiving end by reversing the embedding process. The advantage lies in the 
fact that an adversary needs to apply brute force etc. attack to get the secret information out of the cover which 
require resources such as computational power, time, and determination. 
 

3.3 Public Key Steganography (PKS) 

As the name indicates, public key steganography use a pair of Public and Private Keys to hide secret 
information. The advantage of this technique is that an attacker  first needs to come up with a public and private key 
pair and then the decoding scheme to extract the hidden information out of the cover. The key benefit of this 
technique is its robustness in execution and easy of key management. 

 
4. Steganography Techniques 

4.1 Injection   
 

Injection refers to the insertion of a message into an existing medium. The simplest example is the use of  the 
hidden attribute in Microsoft Word, which allows for hiding text with a special, hidden font. This very simple 
technique was used to store notes and references during the creation of this document. A casual observer can view 
the report and not be aware of rough notes that are easily revealed by going to Word’s tools/options and clicking on 
“hidden text”. The HTML language allows for the hidden attribute that works in a similar fashion by hiding text 
from a web browser. Moving up the technology scale and into the security arena it could be argued that the Unicode 
vulnerability, a technique that has corrupted many web servers by hiding commands in unprintable pieces of web 
addresses is also a form of stego. 
 
2.4. Substitution 

 
This technique replaces data in the original file with a coded representation of the original message. The colors 

of “pixels”, tiny elements of digital images are often represented by the value of a number contained in an eight-bit 
byte of data. For example, three increasingly redder shades of red might be represented as follows:. 

“00001100” or decimal 12 might represent basic red in a particular 8-bit color palette. Each of the following  
number would then represent a minor increase in the redness.  
 
“00001101” or decimal 13 
“00001110” or decimal 14. 

 
2.5. Generation of new files 

 
Both insertion and substitution require a host file, sometimes called a container, in reference to images, and a 

host signal in reference to audio signals. Host files, like the pictures above, contain embedded message but may also 
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exhibit characteristics that reveal a pattern that can be used by steganalysis tools to detect the presence of the 
message.  

 
 

5. Structure of Steganography 

Given the increased general attention over steganography technique and practices, some common terminology that 
most of the applications have in common have been discussed and determined [8]. The items agreed on are: 

Emb (m): Some information data or signal to be hidden, in other media. 
 
Stego (s): The output of the steganography process which is the signal, file or data that has the embedded message 
hidden in it. 
 
Cover (c): The input to the information hiding process which represents the innocent carrier signal or file. 
 
Stegokey or simply key (k): This is additional un imbedded secret data which may be needed in the information 
hiding process. In particular, this key (or a related one) is typically needed to extract the embedded message again in 
the final destination. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Steganography terminology 

 
 

 
6. Audio Steganography Method 

In audio steganography system, secret messages are embedded in digital sound file like WAV, AU and 
MP3 sound files. The secret message is embedded by slightly altering the binary sequence form of a sound file. 
Embedding secret messages in digital sound is usually a more difficult process than embedding messages in other 
media, such as digital images. In order to hide secret messages successfully, a variety of methods for embedding 
information in digital audio have been introduced. The list of methods that are commonly used for audio 
steganography are listed and discussed below: 
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6.1. LSB Coding 

Also known as Low Bit Encoding, this method is one of the earliest methods used for information hiding [10]. 
Traditionally, It is based on embedding each bit from the message in the least significant bit of the cover audio in a 
deterministic way. Using the least-significant bit is possible, as modifications will usually not create audible changes 
to the sounds. 

6.1.1 Advantage  

1. High watermark channel bit rate 

2. Low computational complexity of the algorithm compared with others techniques 

3. No computationally demanding transformation of the host signal, therefore, it has very little algorithmic delay. 

6.1.2 Disadvantage 

1. Low robustness, due to the fact that the random changes of the LSB destroy the coded watermark 

2. It is unlikely that embedded watermark would survive digital to analogue and subsequent analogue to digital 
conversion 

 
6.2 Parity Coding 

Parity coding is one of the robust audio steganography techniques. Instead of breaking a signal into 
individual samples, this method breaks a signal into separate samples and embeds each bit of the secret message 
from a parity bit. If the parity bit of a selected region does not match the secret bit to be encoded, the process inverts 
the LSB of one of the samples in the region. Thus, the sender has more of a choice in encoding the secret bit.  

 

6.3 Phase Coding 
 

The phase coding technique works by replacing the phase of an initial audio segment with a reference phase that 
represents the secret information. The remaining segments phase is adjusted in order to preserve the relative phase 
between segments. In terms of signal to noise ratio, Phase coding is one of the most effective coding methods. When 
there is a drastic change in the phase relation between each frequency component, noticeable phase dispersion will 
occur. However, as long as the modification of the phase is sufficiently small, an inaudible coding can be achieved 
[11, 12]. This method relies on the fact that the phase components of sound are not as perceptible to the human ear 
as noise is. 

6.4 Spread Spectrum Technique 
 
Spread spectrum (SS) is technique designed to encode any stream of information via spreading the encoded data 
across as much of the frequency spectrum as possible. even though, there is interference on some frequencies, SS 
allows the signal reception. 

6.4.1Advantage 

1. Difficult to detect and/or remove a signal 

2. Provide a considerable level of robustness 
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6.4.2 Disadvantage 

1. Spread spectrum technique used transform functions (e.g. Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), Discrete Cosine 
Transform (DCT), or Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)) with appropriated inverse transform function, which can 
cause a delay. 

2. Spread spectrum is not a visible solution for real time applications 

7. Conclusions 

The main goal of steganography is to be unsuspected by the human eyes or human ear. For instance audio 
steganography is a great example for data protection and intellectual property. In this paper we have introduced a 
robust method of imperceptible audio data hiding. Thus we conclude that audio data hiding techniques can be used 
for a number of purposes. Steganography has its place in security. It is not intended to replace cryptography but 
supplement it. Hiding a message with steganography methods reduces the chance of a message being detected. 
Steganography is not a good solution to secrecy but if steganography and cryptography methods are combined we 
have much stronger method. 
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